
Around this activity participates in you regarding the abroad study, the 

international communication and the study understanding has what change?  

 

For study abroad, international exchange , and understanding from their distant , has in 

fact been thought to participate in a similar study in such activities . Participate in the 

exchange program with Yokohama National University, Ministry of Economic Affairs , is also 

a chance , just try holding the mood , want to promote some understanding of Japan did 

not expect to really become volunteers . 

Participate in this activity , study abroad, international exchange has been holding an 

uneasy feeling , but to participate in the event , and accumulated a lot of experience , I 

believe great to study abroad , international exchange activities help. 

The first is an improvement on their own ability . Not only learning, has also been some 

improvement in self- . Study, the international exchange , I see a broader sky , no longer 

just confined to vision in the country , learned a lot of foreign advanced science and 

technology , humanistic philosophy . Focus on exercise of independent thinking , self- 

learning ability . Have also seen foreign students how to learn how to complete the job , 

this is great inspiration for my own . After learning , I will try to use the data model analysis 

of this approach , rather than directly apply the wisdom of our predecessors , not only to 

exercise their own , but also pay attention to the protection of intellectual property . 

Followed by this exchange , have some understanding of other countries, the course 

teaches . To explore lesson to guide students to think, to enable students to fully 

participate in the classroom is a very good teaching methods . Been widely used in foreign 

countries , in the country were not yet popular, rigid way of teaching is our shortcomings 

and learn from such an open teaching methods is required . 

I feel the majority of Japanese to China and Chinese people are very friendly , the 

exchange is the key , do not communicate , they will not communicate , there is no 

communication , it is difficult making friends with me . Especially in this study abroad, 

international exchange activities . Was worried before Renzaitaxiang inevitably be 

discrimination , but only to find after the exchange is unnecessary , through 

communication and goodwill between the people can feel , do not have to do to 

unnecessary anxiety . 

 

Through this activity , you should pay more attention to what after studying 

abroad or learning ? 

 

Participated in this event , the conditions of other countries have a more profound 

understanding . 

In Japan, that touched me most was a clean living environment and quality of the 

citizens . Rarely seen in the streets of Japan , the trash. Japanese polite and considerate 

people wins . Consumption of convenience stores , the staff is always very polite will find 

the money to the customer in front of a customer in front of a number of clear and then 

give it . 

So I think that after studying abroad or learning should be more concerned about 

cross-cultural exchange and interaction between , to learn more about the national 

situation and folk . Understanding of local , what can be done, and what is not done only 

understand , to be more integrated into local and integrate into society and be a part of . 

There are also pay attention to the curriculum of knowledge protection laws and study 

abroad locations 
                                                         高梦芸/Gao Mengyun 


